LIVE DIGITAL MOSAICS™

Bring fans and friends together with a live, interactive photo mosaic

Adding your photo is just the beginning! Presenting a unique way to bring together fans, customers, or employees for a truly stimulating experience. Watch as a photo mosaic is built right before your eyes, find your friends, or meet some new faces.

• Photos and videos are added live through a photobooth, photographer, Facebook/Twitter/Instagram hashtag, Facebook post, Snapchat, or smartphone browser
• Pop-in and pop-out animation catches the eye as submitted photos and videos are showcased individually
• Sharing and social networking widgets
• Each individual photo or video is clickable to reveal comments, hashtags, and more
• Optional prize locations encourage submissions
• Fully accessible from any mobile or desktop browser
• Optional content moderation system
• Base: $7,000 (cloud-based & local plug-n-play solutions available)
• See examples at: www.picturemosaics.com/event

Picture Mosaics® is a unique mosaic design firm based in Blue Bell, PA (just outside of Philadelphia). Specializing in photo mosaic design and creation, they offer a wide variety of products and services:

• Personalized mosaic prints
• Custom mosaic puzzles
• Large-scale mosaic murals
• Animated mosaic videos
• Online social & interactive mosaic solutions
• Mobile mosaic platforms

See more live event mosaics
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